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Revolutionary Bandage Roller: Time Saving in Every Tack Room
and Stable Aisle

Discover the Efficient Bandage Roller for Horse Enthusiasts

The Bandage Roll-Up: a revolutionary bandage roller that transforms
every tack room and stable aisle. This advanced bandage roller is a
must-have for every horse enthusiast. Ideal for both stationary use in
the tack room and mobile use in trailers and trucks, the Bandage Roll-
Up offers flexibility and theft protection.

Fast and Efficient: The Bandage Roll-Up Roller

User-Friendly: Quickly and efficiently roll up your horse bandages with
this user-friendly bandage roller.
Versatile Power Options: The Bandage Roll-Up works on mains
power or with a convenient battery, for use anywhere and anytime.
Innovative and Practical Design: Easily mount the bandage roller on
the wall and experience how easily your bandages are rolled up.

Bandage Roller Features for Every Horse Owner

Ideal for Everyone: Both professional and amateur horse enthusiasts
will appreciate the user-friendliness of this bandage roller.
Cleaning While Rolling Up: Keep your bandages clean and extend
their lifespan by removing dirt such as sand while rolling them up.
Automatic Stop: The built-in motor automatically stops when the
bandage is fully rolled up.

Why the Bandage Roll-Up Roller Is Indispensable

Efficiency: Save time with quickly rolled-up bandages, ready for use in
seconds.
Ease of Use: Easy operation and quick removal of neatly rolled-up
bandages.
Durability: Extend the lifespan of your bandages with the built-in
cleaning function.

Choose the Ultimate Bandage Roller

With the Bandage Roll-Up, an advanced bandage roller, you'll
experience convenience, speed, and efficiency like never before. Its
user-friendly design, fast operation, and ease of cleaning make this
bandage roller the ideal choice for quickly and effectively rolling up
horse bandages.

Time Saving

Flexible Power Options

Ease of Use

Mobile Security



Features

1. Ease of Use: Easy-to-use design, ideal for both professionals and amateurs in the horse world.
2. Speed: Roll up bandages in just a few seconds, saving you valuable time.
3. Various Power Options: Works on mains power or with a convenient rechargeable battery for maximum

flexibility.
4. Mobile Flexibility: Perfect for use in tack rooms, stable aisles, trailers, and trucks.
5. Advanced Theft Protection: Designed with safety in mind to protect your investment.
6. Innovative Operation: Automatic rolling function with adjustable tightness for consistent results.
7. Cleaning Function: Easily remove dirt such as sand while rolling up, for clean and durable bandages.
8. Automatic Stop Function: The motor stops automatically when the bandage is fully rolled up.
9. Easy Wall Mounting: Easily attach the bandage roller to the included wall mount.

10. Compact and Durable Design: Space-saving and built to last, even with frequent use.
11. Versatile Applicability: Suitable for various types and sizes of bandages.
12. Aesthetic and Functional: Stylish design that combines functionality and appearance.



Standard options

Roll-Up Wedstrijdhouder Roll-Up wall bracket Battery Set for Roll-Up



Specifications

Speed 200 rpm

Power supply 12V DC

Power cord 230V 50Hz

Basic material Aluminium

Fixings Included

Included Wall bracket

Length 29 cm

Thickness 14 cm

Height 17 cm

Transport size 35 x 24 x 14 cm

Transport weight 3 kg
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